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CLIC - ILC 
Parameters

12 GHz, ~3mm 
iris

312 Bunches

0.5 ns spacing

Dipole Q~10

1.3 GHz, 35mm 
iris

2670 bunches

369 ns spacing

Dipole Q~105



Cavity HOMs

 

Ichiro cavity fabricated at KEK Modes from the 3rd Dipole band

ILC Alternative Configuration Cavities were 
simulated. The KEK ICHIRO cavity and Cornell 
Reentrant. Both proven at > 50 MV/m for single cells. 

GdfidL, Analyst and HFSS were used in order to 
extract the eigenmodes in the first 7 dipole bands, up 
to 4 GHz. 

The calculated frequencies and kicks then formed the 
input for the beam dynamics codes long-range wake 
calculations. 



Beam Dynamics

Used the ILC2007b positron lattice

Simulated trains of 500 bunches

Each bunch is initially offset in the Y-plane 
by ~ 1 sigma ( 6 micron). 

Tracked using PLACET (D. Schulte)

Tracked using Lucretia (P. Tenenbaum)



Reminder!

A perfect Linac will have no Luminosity. 

Random fabrication errors introduce small 
shifts in the HOM frequencies and kicks.

This detuning mitigates resonant Beam 
Break Up. 

For a simulation we have to manufacture 
that detuning ourselves. 



Lucretia Tracking
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Ichiro
40 machines 
simulated. Each 
machine has detuned
cavities randomly 
distributed along 
linac. Mean in red. 



Tracking with Placet
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Ichiro

The placet simulations show a much 
smaller spread between each machine.

Further, the emittance growth is 
reduced.

40 machines
different 

random seeds. 



Comparison
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Ichiro Placet
Reentrant Lucretia
Tesla Lucretia
Ichiro Lucretia

Here the mean curves are displayed for 
each cavity type.  

The Blue and Black curves should match.



Resolving Differences
The detuning is implemented differently. 

Placet takes a random number and shifts all 
HOMs in a cavity, then moves to the next with a 
new random factor. 

In Lucretia we created 100 cavity types, in 
which each HOM had been detuned with a 
different Random shift

These are then distributed randomly through 
the linac. 

With support from PT have implemented the 
placet scheme in lucretia (under test now).



Resolving:
The detuning scheme may not be the only 
effect. 

There may be some subtle effects entering 
due to the simulated Beam and Machine 
setup. 

Lucretia starts from XSIF, Placet from .tcl

Resolving these differences should be 
possible.  

We are moving towards some new 
interleaved CLIC structure simulations 
with Lucretia also. 


